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Abstract 

The impending Solvency II regulatory regime in the European Union requires 

insurance undertakings to perform a regular attribution of profits and losses as one of 

the tests to gain approval for the use of an internal model in calculating capital 

requirements.  Traditional analysis of surplus processes, depending on an arbitrary 

choice of order in which the risks affecting the undertaking are assumed to occur, may 

not be adequate to meet the standard of profit and loss attribution required by 

Solvency II.  This paper proposes an approach to profit and loss attribution that does 

not depend on an arbitrary choice of order, which has the following further 

advantages over traditional analysis of surplus processes: 

• Greater integration is possible between financial reporting and risk 

management within the business because items in the attribution correspond 

directly to risk factors considered in the internal model and/or in the Own Risk 

and Solvency Assessment (ORSA). 

• Second (and higher) order impacts can be incorporated into the attribution in a 

systematic way. 

• Each item in the attribution is more amenable to validation, because it is 

expressed as a percentage of a risk factor that has occurred multiplied by a 

figure for the sensitivity to that risk factor. 

• The approach will enable risks not currently allowed for in the internal model 

or ORSA to be identified. 

 
The approach is illustrated by means of an example applying it to analyse the change 

in the value of a portfolio of annuity liabilities. 

 

Key words: Solvency II; Profit and Loss Attribution; Internal Models; Financial 

Reporting; Risk Management; Annuities 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Under the impending Solvency II regulatory regime in the European Union, 

insurance undertakings may apply to their supervisor to use an internal model to 

calculate their Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR).  Directive 2009/138/EC 

specifies a number of tests that must be satisfied for the supervisor to approve the 

internal model.  One of these tests is the profit and loss attribution test, specified in 

Article 123 of the Directive: 

 
“Insurance and reinsurance undertakings shall review, at least annually, the causes 

and sources of profits and losses for each major business unit. 

 
They shall demonstrate how the categorisation of risk chosen in the internal model 

explains the causes and sources of profits and losses.  The categorisation of risk and 

attribution of profits and losses shall reflect the risk profile of the insurance and 

reinsurance undertakings.” 

 
1.2 The Committee of European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervisors 

(CEIOPS) (now the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority 

(EIOPA)) provided advice to the European Commission on implementing measures 

for these tests in CEIOPS (2009).  Section 7 of this CEIOPS paper covers profit and 

loss attribution. 

 
1.3 CEIOPS (2009) contains relatively few recommendations for detailed 

requirements as to how profit and loss attribution should be carried out.  It is therefore 

likely that many undertakings applying for internal model approval will use existing 

analysis of surplus processes as a starting point for meeting the profit and loss 

attribution test.  However, there are a number of reasons to believe that such processes 

may be inadequate to satisfy the test. 

 
1.4 Paragraph 7.19 of CEIOPS (2009) states the following: 

 
“The Profit and loss attribution for each major business unit shall be as transparent 

as possible.  The attribution shall enable the insurance or reinsurance undertaking to 

explain a large part of its annual profit and loss.  Furthermore the Profit and loss 
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attribution has to be a tool for validating the internal model (Article 124) and for 

managing the business (Article 120).” 

 
1.5 The existing analysis of surplus process will typically have the following 

characteristics: 

• The process will consist of a series of steps, in each of which one assumption 

or element of experience is changed from its opening to its closing value. 

• There will typically be no specific justification for the choice of order of the 

steps, other than consistency with previous practice. 

• The existing categorisation of risk factors in the process is unlikely to be 

aligned with that in the proposed internal model.  It may or may not be 

straightforward to amend the existing process to recategorise the risk factors. 

• The process will typically not produce an expression for the impact of each 

step as the product of a figure for the percentage of the relevant risk factor that 

has occurred over the analysis period and a figure for the sensitivity to it. 

• The process will, by default, report the impacts of interactions between risk 

factors along with whichever of the risk factors appears last in the analysis.  

Therefore, these impacts will not be reported separately and the place where 

they are reported will depend upon the arbitrary choice of order of the steps. 

• Some elements of the analysis may be calculated as balancing items, to avoid 

the complexity of effectively performing a full valuation of the assets and 

liabilities for each step of the analysis. 

 
1.6 The following concerns that the existing process may fail to meet the 

standards of profit and loss attribution implied by the Directive and by the CEIOPS 

advice can therefore be identified: 

• Both the Directive and the CEIOPS advice imply a need to make the risk 

categorisation in the attribution consistent with that in the internal model.  This 

is also important from the point of view of using the internal model to manage 

the business, the “use test” under Solvency II, as it ensures that the 

categorisation of risks used by the financial reporting function to explain 

movements in reported results is consistent with the categorisation used by the 

risk management function as per the internal model.  Given other inadequacies 
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of the existing process, simply changing the categorisation in the existing 

process may not be the most appropriate method of achieving this consistency. 

• An important means by which a profit and loss attribution provides validation 

of an internal model is by verifying consistency of sensitivities implied by the 

attribution with SCR stresses from the internal model.  This suggests a need 

for an attribution methodology to generate such sensitivity data automatically. 

• The lack of separate identifiability of the impacts of interactions between risk 

factors gives rise to a lack of transparency.  Separate identification of these 

impacts is also important for monitoring these interactions as part of managing 

the business, particularly where risks are largely hedged away to first order. 

• The inclusion of balancing items in a profit and loss attribution is unsuitable 

for demonstrating that it explains a large part of the undertaking’s profit and 

loss, and for validating that the internal model captures all the material risks. 

 
1.7 The approach to profit and loss attribution proposed in this paper is to perform 

a Taylor series expansion of the profit over the attribution period in terms of the risk 

factors in the internal model.  All the concerns noted in Section 1.6 can be addressed 

within this framework.  In particular, the first-order terms of the Taylor series 

expansion will be sensitivities to the risk factors multiplied by summary statistics for 

the weighted average percentages of the risk factors that occurred over the period. 

 
1.8 More generally, the proposed approach can be applied to analyse the change in 

any value metric in terms of any set of risk factors.  Whilst the Solvency II 

requirement for profit and loss attribution refers specifically to an attribution in terms 

of the risk factors in the internal model, it is likely that management will also gain 

considerable benefit from an attribution in terms of risk factors considered in the Own 

Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA).  This will include risks arising over the 

business planning horizon at a range of return frequencies, unlike the SCR which is 

specifically concerned with a one-year time horizon and a 1-in-200 return frequency. 

 

1.9 The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 applies the 

proposed approach to a concrete example, and Section 3 considers a refinement of the 

approach.  Section 4 considers how the results of applying the approach can be 

communicated, and Section 5 gives suggestions for further research. 
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2 Example 
2.1 The approach proposed in Section 1 will now be applied to analyse the change 

in the value of a hypothetical portfolio of annuity liabilities over the year 2011.  The 

following assumptions were used to generate the liability data: 

• The annuities were assumed to be level single life immediate annuities payable 

in the middle of each future year. 

• The opening ages of the annuitants were 40,000 randomly chosen integers 

uniformly distributed between 50 and 90 inclusive. 

• The amounts of the annuities were 40,000 random observations from an 

exponential distribution with mean £1,000. 

• 70% of the annuitants were assumed to be male and 30% were assumed to be 

female. 

• 50% of the annuitants were assumed to suffer ‘Heavy’ mortality and 50% 

were assumed to suffer ‘Light’ mortality, as defined in Table 1 below. 

• There was assumed to be no correlation between the above characteristics of 

the annuities. 

• No new annuitants were assumed to join the portfolio during 2011. 

 
2.2 The liabilities were discounted using the UK government nominal yield curves 

published by the Bank of England, available at http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/ 

statistics/Documents/yieldcurve/uknom(month_end).zip.  As the yield curves from the 

Bank of England only extend to 25 years, an assumption was made that forward rates 

were constant beyond a term of 25 years.  Figure 1 shows the continuously 

compounded spot rates as at both 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/
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Figure 1: Continuously compounded spot interest rates as at 31 December 2010 
and 31 December 2011 
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2.3 Table 1 shows the assumed base mortality, for males and females separately, 

for ‘Heavy’ and ‘Light’ annuitants separately and separately for the opening liability 

valuation, the closing liability valuation and experience over 2011.  The mortality 

tables PCMA00 and PCFA00 were published by the Continuous Mortality 

Investigation Bureau (CMIB) of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries, and represent 

the mortality experience of UK insured group pension schemes that contributed to the 

CMIB’s investigation over the period 1999-2002.  These tables can be found in CMIB 

(2009).  Table 1 also assigns a class number to each combination of gender and 

‘Heavy’ or ‘Light’.  In the remainder of this paper, the liability classes will be referred 

to by these numbers rather than by gender and ‘Heavy’ or ‘Light’. 

 
Table 1: Base mortality assumptions 

 

Gender ‘Heavy’/’Light’ Class Opening 
valuation 

Closing 
valuation Experience 

Male Heavy 1 100% 
PCMA00 

105% 
PCMA00 

120% 
PCMA00 

Male Light 2 100% 
PCMA00 

85% 
PCMA00 

80% 
PCMA00 

Female Heavy 3 100% 
PCFA00 

105% 
PCFA00 

120% 
PCFA00 

Female Light 4 100% 
PCFA00 

85% 
PCFA00 

80% 
PCFA00 

 
The situation illustrated in Table 1 shows experience emerging over 2011 to indicate 

that ‘Heavy’ annuitants suffer heavier mortality than ‘Light’ annuitants.  The opening 

liability valuation made no allowance for separate mortality assumptions for ‘Heavy’ 
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and ‘Light’ annuitants.  The closing liability valuation does make such an allowance, 

but it is assumed that the differentials between the assumptions are only half those in 

the experience as a result of limited credibility of the experience.  The closing liability 

valuation also includes an overall strengthening of the assumptions by 5% of the 

PCMA/PCFA00 tables, introduced as a result of recent light mortality experience.  

This overall strengthening, however, turns out not to be borne out by the experience 

over 2011. 

 
2.4 The PCMA00 and PCFA00 tables represent mortality as at 31 December 

2000, i.e. xq  represents the probability that a life aged x  exact as at 30 June 2000 

dies before 30 June 2001.  An allowance for mortality improvements since 31 

December 2000 is therefore required.  In this example, these allowances were taken 

from the ‘CMI Projections Model’ published by the CMIB.  For the opening liability 

valuation, the 2010 version of the Model, documented in CMIB (2010), was used, and 

for the closing liability valuation, the 2011 version of the Model, documented in 

CMIB (2011), was used.  For both the opening and closing liability valuations, the 

Model was parameterised with Core parameters, as per the terminology of these 

papers.  For the opening liability valuation, the Long-Term Rate of Mortality 

Improvement was set to 1.5% p.a.  For the closing liability valuation, the Long-Term 

Rate of Mortality Improvement was strengthened to 2% p.a., with the strengthening 

arising from a review of potential future improvement trends.  For experience over 

2011, the same improvement allowances were made as the 2011 allowances in the 

opening liability valuation. 

 
2.5 The opening value of the liabilities is: 

∑ ∑
j k

kjBMIDYROLDSURVPROkMIDYROLDDISCFACjOLDANNAMT ),()()( , (1) 

where: 

=)( jOLDANNAMT  the annual annuity amount payable to annuitant j  as shown in 

the opening data file, 

))()(exp()( 2
1 kYROLDSPOTMIDkkMIDYROLDDISCFAC −−= , 

=)(kYROLDSPOTMID  the opening continuously compounded spot interest rate for a 

term of )( 2
1−k  years, and 
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=),( kjBMIDYROLDSURVPRO  the opening probability that annuitant j  survives 

for a period of )( 2
1−k  years. 

Similarly, the closing value of the liabilities is: 

∑ ∑
=0)(: ),(

)(
)(

jDTHINDj k kjBMIDYRNEWSURVPRO
kMIDYRNEWDISCFAC

jNEWANNAMT , (2) 

where: 

=)( jDTHIND  0 if annuitant j  survives 2011, 1 otherwise, 

=)( jNEWANNAMT  the annual annuity amount payable to annuitant j  as shown in 

the closing data file, 

))()(exp()( 2
1 kYRNEWSPOTMIDkkMIDYRNEWDISCFAC −−= , 

=)(kYRNEWSPOTMID  the closing continuously compounded spot interest rate for a 

term of )( 2
1−k  years, and 

=),( kjBMIDYRNEWSURVPRO  the closing probability that annuitant j  survives for 

a period of )( 2
1−k  years. 

 
2.6 The summations (1) and (2) can be evaluated more efficiently by noting that 

),( kjBMIDYROLDSURVPRO  and ),( kjBMIDYRNEWSURVPRO , for fixed k , 

depend only on the class and age of annuitant j .  Thus the opening liability value is: 

∑∑ ∑
c x k kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO

kMIDYROLDDISCFAC
xcMTOLDTOTANNA

),,(
)(

),( , (3) 

where: 

=),( xcMTOLDTOTANNA  the total annual annuity amount payable to lives aged x  

in class c  as shown in the opening data file, and 

=),,( kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO  the opening probability that an annuitant aged x  

in class c  survives for a period of )( 2
1−k  years. 

This opening value evaluates to £495.971m in this example. 

The closing liability value is: 

∑∑ ∑
c x k kxcBMIDYRNEWSURVPRO

kMIDYRNEWDISCFAC
xcMTNEWTOTANNA

),,(
)(

),( , (4) 

where: 

=),( xcMTNEWTOTANNA  the total annual annuity amount payable to lives aged x  

in class c  as shown in the closing data file, and 
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=),,( kxcBMIDYRNEWSURVPRO  the closing probability that an annuitant aged x  

in class c  survives for a period of )( 2
1−k  years. 

This closing value evaluates to £557.025m in this example. 

 
2.7 ),,( kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO  may be expressed in terms of the underlying 

base mortality and improvement assumptions as follows, with a similar expression for 

),,( kxcBMIDYRNEWSURVPRO : 

















−+−+−
−+
−+

−
= ∑

−

=

),1,()1,(*
),1,(

)1,(
exp

),,(

2
1

1

1

kkxcOLDIMPFACkxcOLDBASEMU
llxcOLDIMPFAC

lxcOLDBASEMU
kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO

k

l
, (5) 

where: 

=),( ycOLDBASEMU  the opening base force of mortality, i.e. continuously 

compounded mortality rate, for an annuitant aged y  in class c , calculated as 

)),(1log( ycOLDQ−− , where ),( ycOLDQ  is the annually compounded mortality rate 

from the appropriate multiple of the PCMA/PCFA00 table, and 

=),,( kycOLDIMPFAC  the opening mortality improvement factor for an annuitant 

aged y  in class c  in the k th year following the opening valuation date, as given by 

the CMI Projections Model.  These factors are referred to as Mortality Reduction 

Factors in CMIB (2010, 2011) and the references therein. 

),( ycOLDBASEMU  and ),,( kycOLDIMPFAC  are here assumed to be constant 

between exact ages y  and 1+y , and ),,( kycOLDIMPFAC  is assumed to be constant 

over the k th year. 

Alternatively: 









−+−−+−= ∑

−

=

),1,(*),1,(exp

),,(

2
1

1

1
kkxcOLDMUllxcOLDMU

kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO
k

l

, (6) 

where ),,( kycOLDMU  is the opening assumed force of mortality for an annuitant 

aged y  in class c  in the k th year following the opening valuation date. 

 
2.8 Differences between (4) and (3) may arise for the following reasons: 
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• There may be inconsistencies in annuity amounts, classes and/or ages between 

the opening and closing data files.  However, in this example, it is assumed 

that no such inconsistencies exist. 

• The expected closing liability value, assuming that experience over 2011 is in 

line with the opening assumptions, will in general be different from the 

opening liability value. 

• The closing yield curve will in general be different from the opening yield 

curve rolled forward for a year. 

• The closing base mortality assumptions will in general be different from the 

opening ones. 

• The closing mortality improvement assumptions will in general be different 

from the opening ones. 

• Mortality experience over 2011 will in general be different from the opening 

assumptions. 

The expected closing liability value referred to in the second bullet above is: 

∑∑ ∑ +c x k kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO
kMIDYREXPDISCFAC

xcMTOLDTOTANNA
)1,,(

)(
),( , (7) 

where: 

)1(
)1()(

ENDYROLDDISCFAC
kMIDYROLDDISCFACkMIDYREXPDISCFAC +

= , 

))1(exp()1( YROLDSPOTENDENDYROLDDISCFAC −= , and 

=)1(YROLDSPOTEND  the opening continuously compounded spot interest rate for a 

term of one year. 

This expected closing value evaluates to £459.747m in this example.  All differences 

between (4) and this arise from the last four bullets above, given the assumption stated 

in the first bullet. 

 
2.9 In this example, it is assumed that the internal model or ORSA considers the 

following four risk factors: 

• A level shift in continuously compounded interest rates, relative to the 

expected position of the yield curve rolling forward. 
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• A level percentage change in continuously compounded base mortality 

assumptions, applied separately for each class so that the assumptions reflect 

the mortality experience of each class. 

• A level percentage change in mortality improvement factors, applied across all 

classes together. 

• A level percentage difference between continuously compounded mortality 

rates experienced over 2011 and those expected from the opening 

assumptions, applied separately for each class. 

Thus a weighted average level percentage of each of these risk factors that has 

occurred over 2011 will be derived.  For interest rates, we write: 

)()()( kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISEkYREXPSPOTMIDkYRNEWSPOTMID ++= , (8) 

where: 

2
1

))(log()(
−

−=
k

kMIDYREXPDISCFACkYREXPSPOTMID , 

=YLDRISE  the equivalent level increase in continuously compounded interest rates 

that has occurred over 2011, and 

=)(kRYLDERRMIDY  an error term.  YLDRISE  will be derived by equating to zero 

the sum of the impacts of these error terms upon the liability value across all 

durations. 

For base mortality, we write: 

),(
),())(1(),(

xcBASEMUERR
xcOLDBASEMUcPCBASEMURISExcNEWBASEMU

+
+=

, (9) 

where )(cPCBASEMURISE  is the equivalent level percentage increase in 

continuously compounded base mortality assumptions that has occurred over 2011 for 

class c  and ),( xcBASEMUERR  is an error term. 

For mortality improvements, we write: 

),,(
)1,,()1(),,(

kxcIMPFACERR
kxcOLDIMPFACCIMPSTRESSPkxcNEWIMPFAC

+
+−=

, (10) 

where CIMPSTRESSP  is the equivalent level percentage decrease in improvement 

factors, i.e. strengthening of improvement assumptions, that has occurred over 2011 

and ),,( kxcIMPFACERR  is an error term. 

For mortality experience over 2011, we write: 
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)()(
))1,,())(1(exp()(1

jCTONDORDEFFEHISTDTHSECjHISTDTHERR
xcOLDMUcMORTEXPVARjDTHIND

++
+−=−

, (11) 

for annuitants j  with a class in the opening data, )( jOLDCLASS , of c  and an age in 

the opening data, )( jOLDAGE , of x , where )(cMORTEXPVAR  is the equivalent 

level percentage difference between the continuously compounded mortality rates 

observed over 2011 for class c  and those expected from the opening assumptions, and 

)( jHISTDTHERR  is an error term.  The reason for introducing the additional term 

)( jCTONDORDEFFEHISTDTHSEC  is so that )(cMORTEXPVAR  can be derived 

by solving a linear equation, i.e. the equation given by setting the sum of 

)( jHISTDTHERR  over all j  in class c  to zero.  )( jHISTDTHERR  and 

)( jCTONDORDEFFEHISTDTHSEC  are defined as follows: 

))1,,(exp()1,,()(
))1,,(exp()(1)(

xcOLDMUxcOLDMUcMORTEXPVAR
xcOLDMUjDTHINDjHISTDTHERR

−+
−−−=

, (12) 

))1,,())(1(exp(
))1,,(exp()1,,()(

))1,,(exp()(

xcOLDMUcMORTEXPVAR
xcOLDMUxcOLDMUcMORTEXPVAR

xcOLDMUjCTONDORDEFFEHISTDTHSEC

+−−
−−

−=
. (13) 

 
2.10 This gives the following expression for the closing liability value: 
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 (14) 

 
2.11 We now perform a Taylor series expansion of (14) in the following variables, 

up to second order: 
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• YLDRISE  

• )(kRYLDERRMIDY , for each term k  

• )(cPCBASEMURISE , for each class c  

• ),( xcBASEMUERR , for each class c  and each age x  

• CIMPSTRESSP  

• ),,( kxcIMPFACERR , for each class c , each age x  and each term k  

• )(cMORTEXPVAR , for each class c  

• )( jHISTDTHERR , for each annuitant j  

• )( jCTONDORDEFFEHISTDTHSEC , for each annuitant j , which, as its 

name suggests, is treated as already being a second-order quantity. 

The constant term in the Taylor series expansion is equal to the expected closing 

liability value.  Table 2 shows the coefficients of )(kRYLDERRMIDY , 

),( xcBASEMUERR , ),,( kxcIMPFACERR  and )( jHISTDTHERR  respectively. 

 
Table 2: Coefficients of the error terms in the Taylor series expansion 

 
Term in Coefficient 

)(kRYLDERRMIDY  
∑∑ +

−−=

c x kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO
xcMTOLDTOTANNA

kMIDYREXPDISCFACk
kRCOEFFYLDERRMIDY

)1,,(
),(

)()(
)(

2
1  

),( xcBASEMUERR  
∑

∑
<

−> 
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Table 2: Coefficients of the error terms in the Taylor series expansion 
(continued) 

 
Term in Coefficient 

)( jHISTDTHERR  
∑ +

=

k kjOLDAGEjOLDCLASSBMIDYREXPSURVPRO
kMIDYREXPDISCFAC

jOLDANNAMTjCOEFFHISTDTHERR

),1)(),((
)(

)()(
 

 
2.12 The criterion used in this example to determine YLDRISE , 

)(cPCBASEMURISE , CIMPSTRESSP  and )(cMORTEXPVAR  is to equate the sum 

of the relevant error terms from Table 2 to zero.  This gives the expressions shown in 

Table 3 and the numerical results shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 3: Expressions for the amounts of the risk factors that occurred over 2011 

 
Quantity Expression 

YLDRISE  
∑

∑ −

k

k

kRCOEFFYLDERRMIDY
kYREXPSPOTMIDkYRNEWSPOTMID

kRCOEFFYLDERRMIDY

)(
)]()([

)(

 

)(cPCBASEMURISE  
∑
∑ −

x

x

xcOLDBASEMUxcOEFFBASEMUERRC
xcOLDBASEMUxcNEWBASEMU

xcOEFFBASEMUERRC

),(),(
)],(),([

),(

 

CIMPSTRESSP  

∑∑∑

∑∑∑

+

+−
−

c x k

c x k

kxcOLDIMPFAC
kxcOEFFIMPFACERRC

kxcOLDIMPFAC
kxcNEWIMPFAC

kxcOEFFIMPFACERRC

)1,,(
),,(

)]1,,(
),,([

),,(

 

)(cMORTEXPVAR  

∑

∑

=

=

−

−−
−

−

cjOLDCLASSj

cjOLDCLASSj

jOLDAGEcOLDMU
jOLDAGEcOLDMU
jCOEFFHISTDTHERR

jOLDAGEcOLDMU
jDTHINDjCOEFFHISTDTHERR

)(:

)(:

))1),(,(exp(
))1),(,(

)(
))]1),(,(exp(

)(1)[(

 

 
Table 4: Numerical results for the amounts of the risk factors that occurred over 

2011 
 

Quantity Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 
YLDRISE  -1.61% 

)(cPCBASEMURISE  5.35% -15.83% 5.32% -15.74% 
CIMPSTRESSP  4.07% 

)(cMORTEXPVAR  22.86% -16.15% 15.89% 6.98% 
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The following observations can be made from the results in Table 4: 

• The value of -1.61% for YLDRISE  indicates that interest rates decreased by an 

average of 1.61% p.a. over 2011.  This is a weighted average where the 

weights reflect the sensitivity of the closing liability value to interest rates at 

each term.  The 1.61% decrease is measured relative to the position of interest 

rates increasing slightly over 2011 to reflect the roll forward of the (upward-

sloping) yield curve as at 31 December 2010. 

• Table 1 suggests that the values of )(cPCBASEMURISE  should be +5% for 

3,1=c  and -15% for 4,2=c , as these are the proportions the assumed 

percentages of the PCMA/PCFA00 tables have changed by.  The actual values 

observed are consistent with this in sign, but slightly greater than 5% and 15% 

in magnitude as a result of the use of continuously as opposed to annually 

compounded mortality rates in the attribution.  The continuously compounded 

mortality rates, not being bounded above by 1, increase more rapidly with age 

than the annually compounded rates at the oldest ages. 

• The value of 4.07% for CIMPSTRESSP  indicates that improvement factors 

decreased by an average of 4.07% over 2011, i.e. that the change in 

improvement factors was equivalent to multiplying the mortality assumptions 

by 95.93% on average.  This average is a weighted average where the weights 

reflect the sensitivity of the closing liability value to improvement factors at 

each age in each future year. 

• Table 1 suggests that the values of )(cMORTEXPVAR  should be 

approximately +20% for 3,1=c  and -20% for 4,2=c .  The actual values 

observed are consistent with this in sign, except slightly for 4=c , but differ in 

magnitude as a result of random fluctuations in the experience and, to a much 

lesser extent, as a result of the use of continuously as opposed to annually 

compounded mortality rates in the attribution. 

 
2.13 The coefficients of the risk factors in the Taylor series expansion represent 

sensitivities of the closing liability value to the risk factors.  Expressions for these 

sensitivities are shown in Table 5 and numerical results for the sensitivities are shown 

in Table 6.  The following notation is introduced in Table 5 for brevity: 
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The values in Table 6 have been divided by 100 so as to represent the impact of a 1% 

rather than a 100% change in each risk factor. 

 
Table 5: Expressions for the sensitivities of the closing liability value to the risk 

factors 
 

Risk factor Sensitivity 
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−
−

k
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+c x
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)(cMORTEXPVAR  ∑∑ +
−

x
k kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO

kMIDYREXPDISCFAC
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)1,,(
)(
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Table 6: Numerical results for the sensitivities of the closing liability value to 1% 

of the risk factors (£m) 
 

Risk factor Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 
YLDRISE  -45.259 

)(cPCBASEMURISE  -0.410 -0.407 -0.160 -0.162 
CIMPSTRESSP  1.138 

)(cMORTEXPVAR  -0.031 -0.031 -0.011 -0.011 
 

2.14 Table 7 shows the sums of the numerical values of each type of term in the 

Taylor series expansion.  The opening, expected closing and actual closing liability 

values have already been quoted, in Sections 2.6 and 2.8, but are repeated in Table 7 

for ease of reference.  The movement in liability value due to terms higher than 

second order in the Taylor series expansion can then be identified as a balancing item. 
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Table 7: Sums of the numerical values of each type of term in the Taylor series 
expansion 

 
Terms in Value (£m) 

Opening liability value 495.971 
Expected closing liability value 459.747 

YLDRISE  72.824 
)(kRYLDERRMIDY  0.000 
)(cPCBASEMURISE  5.950 

),( xcBASEMUERR  0.000 
CIMPSTRESSP  4.637 

),,( kxcIMPFACERR  0.000 
)(cMORTEXPVAR  -0.446 
)( jHISTDTHERR  0.000 

2)(YLDRISE  10.165 
)(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  -2.407 
)(* cPCBASEMURISEYLDRISE  1.649 

),(* xcBASEMUERRYLDRISE  0.007 
CIMPSTRESSPYLDRISE *  1.290 

),,(* kxcIMPFACERRYLDRISE  0.643 
)(* cMORTEXPVARYLDRISE  -0.047 
)(* jHISTDTHERRYLDRISE  0.001 

2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  0.646 
)()( cPCBASEMURISEkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.214 

),()( xcBASEMUERRkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.004 
CIMPSTRESSPkRYLDERRMIDY )(  -0.170 

),,()( lxcIMPFACERRkRYLDERRMIDY , for kl ≤  -0.345 
)()( cMORTEXPVARkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.004 
)()( jHISTDTHERRkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.004 

2))(( cPCBASEMURISE  0.755 
),()( xcBASEMUERRcPCBASEMURISE  0.050 

CIMPSTRESSPcPCBASEMURISE )(  -0.011 
),,()( kxcIMPFACERRcPCBASEMURISE  0.114 

)()( cMORTEXPVARcPCBASEMURISE  0.050 
)())(( jHISTDTHERRjOLDCLASSPCBASEMURISE  -0.008 

),(),( ycBASEMUERRxcBASEMUERR , for yx ≤  0.002 
)(),( cCIMPSTRESSPxcBASEMUERR  0.006 
),,(),( kycIMPFACERRxcBASEMUERR  0.000 

)(),( cMORTEXPVARxcBASEMUERR  0.001 
)()),(( jHISTDTHERRxjOLDCLASSBASEMUERR , for 

)( jOLDAGEx ≥  -0.001 

2)( CIMPSTRESSP  0.090 
),,(* kxcIMPFACERRCIMPSTRESSP  0.089 
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Table 7: Sums of the numerical values of each type of term in the Taylor series 
expansion (continued) 

 
Terms in Value (£m) 

)(* cMORTEXPVARCIMPSTRESSP  -0.008 
)(* jHISTDTHERRCIMPSTRESSP  0.001 

),,(),,( xykycIMPFACERRkxcIMPFACERR −+ , for yx ≤  0.091 
)(),,( cMORTEXPVARkxcIMPFACERR  0.002 

)(
),)(),((

jHISTDTHERR
kkjOLDAGEjOLDCLASSIMPFACERR +

 0.000 

2))(( cMORTEXPVAR  0.008 
)( jCTONDORDEFFEHISTDTHSEC  -0.008 

Terms higher than second order 1.884 
Actual closing liability value 557.025 

 
The following comments should be made on Table 7: 

• As required, the entries for YLDRISE , )(cPCBASEMURISE , 

CIMPSTRESSP  and )(cMORTEXPVAR  are equal to the sensitivities to the 

risk factors from Table 4 multiplied by the percentages of the risk factors that 

have occurred over 2011 from Table 6, summing over all classes c  where 

necessary. 

• The terms in )(kRYLDERRMIDY , ),( xcBASEMUERR , ),,( kxcIMPFACERR  

and )( jHISTDTHERR  sum to zero.  This is a consequence of how YLDRISE , 

)(cPCBASEMURISE , CIMPSTRESSP  and )(cMORTEXPVAR  were derived. 

• The left-hand column of Table 7 has been completed according to which terms 

in the Taylor series expansion are non-zero.  For example, the table contains a 

row labelled 2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  rather than 

)()( lRYLDERRMIDYkRYLDERRMIDY  because the terms in 

)()( lRYLDERRMIDYkRYLDERRMIDY  are zero for lk ≠ . 

• The significance of the positive entry for 2)(YLDRISE , for example, is that a 

large decrease in interest rates has a greater impact than that estimated by 

prorating the impact of a small decrease, i.e. the entry is a convexity impact. 

• The significance of the negative entry for )(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE , for 

example, is that the increase in liability value per unit decrease in interest rate 

is most sensitive to interest rates at the longest terms k , where the interest rate 

decreases over 2011 are relatively small and so )(kRYLDERRMIDY  is 
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positive.  It should be noted that the significance of this and similar entries is 

likely to be less readily communicable to users of the attribution than for other 

entries.  The refinement to the attribution methodology developed in Section 3 

should be considered as a means of addressing this. 

• The significance of the positive entry for )(* cPCBASEMURISEYLDRISE , for 

example, is that the overall strengthening of the base mortality assumptions 

gives a larger increase in liability value after taking account of the fact that 

interest rates also decreased. 

• The significance of the positive entry for ),,(* kxcIMPFACERRYLDRISE , 

for example, is that the larger strengthenings of improvement factors, i.e. the 

more negative values of ),,( kxcIMPFACERR , occur at the longer terms k , 

where the liability value has a relatively high sensitivity to a level interest rate 

decrease. 

• The entry for 2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY , for example, arises from the relatively 

simple method of determining YLDRISE  used in this example, involving 

solving a linear equation.  If this and similar entries are significant, then the 

refinement to the attribution methodology developed in Section 3 should be 

considered. 

• The significance of the negative entry for 

),,()( lxcIMPFACERRkRYLDERRMIDY , for kl ≤ , for example, is that the 

larger reductions in improvement factors, i.e. the more negative values of 

),,( lxcIMPFACERR , occur at the longer terms l , where the interest rate 

decreases over 2011 are relatively small and so )(kRYLDERRMIDY  is positive 

for lk ≥ . 

• The terms higher than second order are reasonably small in aggregate.  The 

second bullet in Section 5, on suggestions for further research, suggests an 

approach that could be used to reduce the higher-order terms further, without 

performing a full Taylor series expansion to higher than second order. 

 

3 Refinement 
3.1 The approach developed in Section 2 derives YLDRISE , for example, by 

equating the sum of the terms in )(kRYLDERRMIDY  in the Taylor series expansion to 
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zero.  A more refined approach would be to equate the sum of the terms in 

)(kRYLDERRMIDY , )(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  and 2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  to 

zero and then solve a quadratic rather than a linear equation for YLDRISE .   This 

section pursues this approach, in respect of YLDRISE  only for brevity. 

 
3.2 Table 8 shows the coefficients of )(kRYLDERRMIDY , 

)(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  and 2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  in the Taylor series 

expansion, for each term k .  The coefficient of )(kRYLDERRMIDY  has already been 

shown in Table 2 but is repeated in Table 8 for ease of reference. 

 
Table 8: Coefficients of )(kRYLDERRMIDY , )(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  and 

2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  in the Taylor series expansion 
 

Term in Coefficient 

)(kRYLDERRMIDY  
∑∑ +

−−=

c x kxcBMIDYROLDSURVPRO
xcMTOLDTOTANNA
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2
1  
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−=
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∑∑ +

−=
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3.3 The quadratic equation to be solved for YLDRISE  is: 

.0
])()([
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])()([
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k
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YLDRISEkYREXPSPOTMIDkYRNEWSPOTMID
kYRCOEFFRYLDERRMIDYLDERRMIDY

YLDRISEkYREXPSPOTMIDkYRNEWSPOTMID
kEFFERRMIDYRCOYLDRISEYLD

YLDRISE

YLDRISEkYREXPSPOTMIDkYRNEWSPOTMID
kRCOEFFYLDERRMIDY

 (16) 

 This reduces to: 

0*)( 2 =++ CYLDRISEBYLDRISEA , (17) 
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This quadratic equation is satisfied by -1.58% (and by 13.11% which clearly does not 

appropriately represent the movement in interest rates over 2011).  YLDRISE  is 

therefore taken to be -1.58%.  The slight reduction in magnitude of YLDRISE  

compared with the value of -1.61% shown in Table 4 is consistent with the negative 

value of the terms in )(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  shown in Table 7 being larger in 

magnitude than the positive value of the terms in 2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY . 

 
3.4 Table 9 shows the entries in Table 7 which change as a result of the re-

estimation of YLDRISE . 

 
Table 9: Changes in the sums of the numerical values of each type of term in the 

Taylor series expansion following the re-estimation of YLDRISE  
 

Terms in Revised value 
(£m) 

Change from Table 7 
(£m) 

YLDRISE  71.444 -1.380 
)(kRYLDERRMIDY  1.380 1.380 

2)(YLDRISE  9.784 -0.381 
)(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  -1.984 0.423 
)(* cPCBASEMURISEYLDRISE  1.618 -0.031 

),(* xcBASEMUERRYLDRISE  0.007 0.000 
CIMPSTRESSPYLDRISE *  1.266 -0.024 

),,(* kxcIMPFACERRYLDRISE  0.630 -0.013 
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Table 9: Changes in the sums of the numerical values of each type of term in the 
Taylor series expansion following the re-estimation of YLDRISE  (continued) 

 

Terms in Revised value 
(£m) 

Change from Table 7 
(£m) 

)(* cMORTEXPVARYLDRISE  -0.046 0.001 
)(* jHISTDTHERRYLDRISE  0.001 0.000 

2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  0.604 -0.042 
)()( cPCBASEMURISEkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.183 0.031 

),()( xcBASEMUERRkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.004 0.000 
CIMPSTRESSPkRYLDERRMIDY )(  -0.146 0.024 

),,()( lxcIMPFACERRkRYLDERRMIDY , 
 for kl ≤  

-0.333 0.012 

)()( cMORTEXPVARkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.005 -0.001 
)()( jHISTDTHERRkRYLDERRMIDY  -0.004 0.000 

Terms higher than second order 1.884 0.000 
 
The following observations can be made from Table 9: 

• The terms in YLDRISE  and 2)(YLDRISE  have reduced in magnitude as a 

result of the reduction in absolute value of YLDRISE  from 1.61% to 1.58%. 

• The terms in )(kRYLDERRMIDY , )(* kRYLDERRMIDYYLDRISE  and 
2))(( kRYLDERRMIDY  now add to zero when combined.  It will therefore no 

longer be necessary to explain what these terms represent when 

communicating the attribution. 

• The changes in the remaining second (and higher) order terms are not material 

but have been included in Table 9 for completeness. 

  

4 Communication of results 
4.1 For communication purposes, it will often be necessary to summarise the key 

features of a profit and loss attribution, without listing all the second-order terms of 

the Taylor series expansion as was done in Table 7.  It will also often be necessary to 

provide evidence that the results of the attribution are reasonable, without undertaking 

a full review of the detailed calculations.  This section suggests techniques that could 

be used to achieve this. 

 
4.2 Table 10 is similar to Table 7 except that: 

• Only the first-order terms in the risk factors are shown explicitly. 
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• The refinement to the calculation of YLDRISE  developed in Section 3 has 

been implemented. 

• The terms in )(cPCBASEMURISE  and )(cMORTEXPVAR  are shown 

separately for each of the four classes c . 

• Each impact on the liability value is expressed as the product of the percentage 

of the relevant risk factor that has occurred over 2011, as shown in Table 4, 

and the sensitivity to the risk factor, as shown in Table 6.  The significance of 

this is that it will often be possible to validate the figures for the percentages of 

the risk factors that have occurred and the sensitivities by reference to a high-

level understanding of events over the year and of the nature of the business. 

 
Table 10: Summary of attribution, showing the percentages of the risk factors 

that have occurred over 2011 and the sensitivities to the risk factors 
 

Risk factor % 
occurred 

Sensitivity to 1% of risk 
factor (£m) 

Impact 
(£m) 

Opening liability value   495.971 
Expected closing liability 

value   459.747 

YLDRISE  -1.58% -45.259 71.444 
)1(PCBASEMURISE  5.35% -0.410 -2.192 
)2(PCBASEMURISE  -15.83% -0.407 6.435 
)3(PCBASEMURISE  5.32% -0.160 -0.850 
)4(PCBASEMURISE  -15.74% -0.162 2.557 

CIMPSTRESSP  4.07% 1.138 4.637 
)1(MORTEXPVAR  22.86% -0.031 -0.697 
)2(MORTEXPVAR  -16.15% -0.031 0.493 
)3(MORTEXPVAR  15.89% -0.011 -0.168 
)4(MORTEXPVAR  6.98% -0.011 -0.074 

Non-linear responses to risk 
factors   15.693 

Closing liability value   557.025 
 
The following comments should be made regarding Table 10: 

• The references to the notation used in this paper for the different risk factors 

could readily be replaced by descriptions of the risk factors for communication 

purposes. 

• Some users of the attribution may not require the split of the terms in 

)(cPCBASEMURISE  and )(cMORTEXPVAR  by class c .  In this case the 
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presentation of Table 11 below would be more appropriate.  The ‘% occurred’ 

figures in Table 11 for )(cPCBASEMURISE  and )(cMORTEXPVAR  are 

weighted averages of those in Table 10, where the weights are the ‘Sensitivity 

to 1% of risk factor’ figures.  As the two risk factors )(cPCBASEMURISE , 

across all classes c , and CIMPSTRESSP  are both defined as level percentage 

shifts in mortality rates, in opposite directions, the ‘Sensitivity to 1% of risk 

factor’ figures for these risk factors are equal and opposite. 

 
Table 11: Simplification of Table 10, omitting the split by liability class 

 

Risk factor % 
occurred 

Sensitivity to 1% of risk 
factor (£m) 

Impact 
(£m) 

Opening liability value   495.971 
Expected closing liability 

value   459.747 

YLDRISE  -1.58% -45.259 71.444 
)(cPCBASEMURISE  -5.23% -1.138 5.950 

CIMPSTRESSP  4.07% 1.138 4.637 
)(cMORTEXPVAR  5.43% -0.082 -0.446 

Non-linear responses to risk 
factors   15.693 

Closing liability value   557.025 
 

• Users are likely to require further explanation of the impact of non-linear 

responses to the risk factors.  An approach to explaining this impact is 

suggested in Section 4.3.  It should also be noted that adopting the proposal in 

the second bullet of Section 5, on suggestions for further research, would 

prevent the large impact from arising here in the first place. 

 
4.3 The largest non-linear response to the risk factors in this example is the term 

in 2)(YLDRISE , i.e. the interest rate convexity impact.  It is therefore instructive to 

show a graph showing how the increase in liability value for a level decrease in 

interest rates varies with the amount of that decrease, taking account of both the term 

in YLDRISE , i.e. the linear interest rate impact, and this convexity impact.  This 

graph is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Impact of a level decrease in interest rates upon the liability value 
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Figure 2 shows the convexity impact remaining small for decreases in interest rates up 

to around 1%, but then becoming more significant as a percentage of the linear impact 

for larger decreases, reaching 13.7% of the linear impact for a 1.58% decrease which 

is what was observed over 2011. 

It is also instructive to show the split of the impact of the interest rate movements by 

term, both for a level 1.58% decrease in interest rates and for the actual movement at 

each term, and split between the linear impact and the convexity impact.  This is 

shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. 

 
Figure 3: Impact of a level 1.58% decrease in interest rates upon the liability 

value 
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Figure 4: Impact of the actual movement in interest rates at each term upon the 
liability value 
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The key comments to be made regarding Figures 3 and 4 are as follows: 

• Both Figures 3 and 4 have been cut off at a term of 25 years because there 

were no particular features of note in the ‘tails’ beyond 25 years – there was 

simply a gradual decay of the impacts. 

• Figure 4 has a sharper peak than Figure 3.  This is because the actual decrease 

in continuously compounded spot rates over 2011, after allowing for the 

expected roll forward of the yield curve, was less than 1.58% at the shortest 

terms and at the longest terms, but greater than 1.58% at intermediate terms 

(years 3-18 inclusive), reaching a peak of 2.07% in year 7. 

• In both Figures 3 and 4, the convexity impacts increase as a percentage of the 

linear impacts with increasing term, as they depend on the square of the term 

rather than on the term itself. 

• In both Figures 3 and 4, the sum of the heights of the light turquoise bars, 

including terms above 25 years, is equal to the sum of the terms in YLDRISE  

and in 2)(YLDRISE  in the Taylor series expansion, which is equal to 

£71.444m + £9.784m = £81.228m from Table 9.  The sum of the heights of 

the plum bars is equal to £71.444m in Figure 3, but is equal to the figure of 

£72.824m from Table 7 in Figure 4, as the latter figure was based on an 

equivalent level interest rate fall derived without taking the convexity impacts 

into account. 
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4.4 There is also a potential need to provide graphs to illustrate how the 

percentage of a risk factor that has occurred has been derived.  To this end, we shall 

here illustrate how the figure of 4.07% for CIMPSTRESSP  was derived. 

CIMPSTRESSP  was determined so that: 

.0),,(),,(∑∑∑ =
c x k

kxcIMPFACERRkxcOEFFIMPFACERRC  (18) 

Therefore if a surface is plotted with x  and k  as the independent variables and 

∑
c

kxcIMPFACERRkxcOEFFIMPFACERRC ),,(),,(  as the dependent variable, then 

the volume between the surface and the horizontal plane will be zero.  This surface is 

plotted in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Impacts upon the liability value of the differences between the closing 

improvement factors for each age and year and (100-4.07)% of the opening 
improvement factors 
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It should be noted that Figure 5 shows zero impacts away from a diagonal band 

starting from the age range 51-91 in year 1 from the closing valuation date.  This is 

because all the annuitants in this example are in the age range 50-90 at the opening 

valuation date and no new annuitants join the portfolio. 

The fact that the volume between the surface in Figure 5 and the horizontal plane is 

zero demonstrates that the equivalent level strengthening of 4.07% in improvement 

factors has been calculated correctly.  However it is also instructive to examine the 

drivers of the shape of the surface, in terms of the differences between the closing 

improvement factors and (100-4.07)% of the opening improvement factors, 

),,( kxcIMPFACERR , and the sensitivities of the closing liability value to those 
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differences, ),,( kxcOEFFIMPFACERRC .  To this end, Figure 6 shows the weighted 

averages of ),,( kxcIMPFACERR  across the different classes c , 

∑
∑

c

c

kxcOEFFIMPFACERRC

kxcIMPFACERRkxcOEFFIMPFACERRC

),,(

),,(),,(
, and Figure 7 shows the values 

of ∑
c

kxcOEFFIMPFACERRC ),,( . 

 
Figure 6: Weighted average differences between the closing improvement factors 

for each age and year and (100-4.07)% of the opening improvement factors 
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Figure 7: Sensitivities of the closing liability value to the differences between the 

closing improvement factors for each age and year and (100-4.07)% of the 
opening improvement factors 
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The following are the key observations from Figures 6 and 7: 
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• As for Figure 5, Figures 6 and 7 show zeros away from a diagonal band 

starting from the age range 51-91 in year 1 from the closing valuation date. 

• Figure 6 shows positive values in the early years of the projection.  This is 

because the increase in the Long-Term Rate of Mortality Improvement from 

1.5% to 2% p.a. has relatively little effect upon improvement factors in the 

early years. 

• In later years of the projection, the values in Figure 6 become negative as the 

effect of the increased Long-Term Rate of Mortality Improvement builds up. 

• At the oldest ages, the values in Figure 6 become positive again.  This is 

because the Core parameterisation of the CMI Projections Model incorporates 

a tapering of long-term mortality improvements from the assumed Long-Term 

Rate of Mortality Improvement at age 90 to zero at age 120. 

• The sensitivities of the closing liability value in Figure 7 are all negative, 

because an increase in an improvement factor will always increase mortality 

rates and so reduce the liability value. 

• The largest negative sensitivities in Figure 7 occur towards the top of the age 

range 50-90 in the early years of the projection.  In this region, the population 

is relatively high, mortality rates are relatively high so a given change in 

improvement factors has a relatively large impact upon mortality rates in 

absolute terms, and the annuity payments are only being discounted for a 

relatively short period. 

 

5 Suggestions for further research 
The following suggestions for further research can be identified.  They all relate to 

areas where there is a need to extend the theory developed in this paper to apply the 

methodology: 

• The example in this paper considered only a level shift in interest rates as a 

risk factor.  In practice, insurance undertakings are exposed to changes in the 

shape as well as in the level of the yield curve.  It would therefore be valuable 

to introduce risk factors to the attribution allowing a wider range of 

movements in the yield curve.  Some techniques for determining which shapes 

of yield curve movement to consider to most effectively capture the range of 

risks are detailed in Section 7 and Appendix C of Frankland et al. (2009). 
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• The example in this paper had a relatively large second-order term in the 

Taylor series expansion, in 2)(YLDRISE , which was a convexity impact.  

However, it would be more convenient in terms of communicating the results 

of the attribution if such large second-order terms did not arise.  In addition, 

economic capital calculations often assume as a first approximation that the 

capital position varies linearly with the risk factors, with an additional 

allowance for non-linear responses to the risk factors being calculated as a 

separate exercise which may be updated less frequently than the main capital 

calculation.  For these reasons, it would be valuable to define the risk factors 

in such a way that the financial impact of %x  of a risk factor occurring was 

approximately proportional to x .  The levels of the second-order terms in the 

Taylor series expansion would be used to determine a transformation to apply 

to the risk factor to achieve this.  This technique could also be extended to 

higher orders than the second to improve the accuracy of the transformation. 

• A number of value metrics considered in actuarial work do not vary smoothly 

with the underlying risk factors.  For example, an insurance undertaking’s 

capital requirement might be the greater of a calculation based on a formula 

prescribed by the supervisor and a calculation that takes account of the 

undertaking’s specific risk profile.  This does not vary smoothly with the risk 

factors when the ‘biting’ calculation changes.  To accommodate this situation 

within the methodology of this paper, it would be necessary to introduce first-

order sensitivities that are step functions of the risk factors and second-order 

sensitivities that are Dirac delta functions. 
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